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1. Statement of Intent
At Willow Tree Academy we believe that a quality Literacy curriculum should
develop children’s love of reading, writing and discussion. One of our priorities is
helping children read and develop their all important comprehension skills.We
recognise the culture where children take pride in their writing, can write clearly
and accurately and adopt language and style for a range of contexts. We want
to inspire children to be confident in the art of speaking and listening and who
can use discussion to communicate and further their learning.

We believe that children need to develop a secure knowledge base in Literacy
which follows a clear pathway of progression as they advance through the
primary curriculum. We believe that a secure basis in Literacy skills is crucial to a
high quality education and will give our children the tools they need to participate
fully as a member of society.

2. Aims

We aim to encourage all pupils to:

● Be competent in the arts of speaking and listening, making formal
presentations, demonstrating to each other and participating in debate

● Use discussion in order to learn;  they should be able to elaborate and
explain clearly their understanding and ideas

● develop their cognitive skills, imagination and personal expression through
a range of writing tasks using clear, concise language with accurate
punctuation and grammar, in a style appropriate for the purpose;

● make progress to becoming a correct speller, using neat legible joined
handwriting;

● read easily, fluently and with good understanding
● develop the habit of reading widely and often, for both pleasure and

information
● acquire a wide vocabulary, an understanding of grammar and knowledge

of linguistic conventions for reading, writing and spoken language
● write clearly, accurately and coherently, adapting their language and style

in and for a range of contexts, purposes and audiences
● make fair critical responses about their own literacy work, that of their

peers and that of popular authors and poets;
● reach their full potential by extending their work in each of the above

areas of the curriculum.

3. English Curriculum Planning

● English is a core subject in the National Curriculum. We use the New
Curriculum documents, 2013, as the basis for implementing the statutory
requirements of the programme of study for English.



● We carry out the curriculum planning in English in three phases (long-term,
medium-term and short-term). Our yearly teaching programme identifies
the key objectives in literacy that we teach to each year.

● Our medium-term plans give details of the main teaching objectives for
each term. These plans define what we teach and ensure an appropriate
balance and distribution of work across each term. The subject leader is
responsible for reviewing these plans.

● Class teachers complete a weekly (short-term) plan for the teaching of
English either in the form of slides or written plans. This lists the specific
learning objectives and expected outcomes for each lesson and gives
details of how the lessons are to be taught. It also includes details of what
each group of children will be learning. The class teacher keeps these
individual plans and the class teacher and subject leader often discuss
them on an informal basis.

● We plan the activities in English so that they build on the children’s prior
learning. While we give children of all abilities the opportunity to develop
their skills, knowledge and understanding, we also plan progression into
the scheme of work so that there is an increasing challenge for the
children as they move up through the school.

● Big writing (independent) sessions take place fortnightly so that children
can practice the skills taught in literacy sessions. They are used at the end
of units allowing the children to develop the skills learned for that
particular genre.

● Guided reading takes place daily outside of the literacy session and is
supported in all classes by Teaching Assistants.

● Regular handwriting practice takes place in all classrooms as we believe in
promoting a neat, joined-up style of handwriting to enhance the
presentation of children’s work.

● Homework is set regularly in all year groups to reinforce the learning
objectives of the unit being taught. All children have weekly spellings to
learn.

● Where possible units are introduced and evaluated through drama
sessions to enhance speaking and listening.

4. Reading
Statement of Intent

At Willow Tree Academy we value reading as a key life skill and are dedicated to
enabling our pupils to become lifelong readers. Children should have the
opportunity to be fluent, confident readers who are able to successfully
comprehend and understand a wide range of texts. We want pupils to develop a
love of reading, a good knowledge of a range of authors, and be able to
understand more about the world in which they live through the knowledge they
gain from texts.

We prioritise the importance of early reading by delivering a robust phonics
programme in the Early Years and Key Stage 1, this is paired with a reading
scheme which supports the use of letters and sounds. Through thorough tracking,
we ensure that no child is left behind; those few pupils who find learning to read a
challenge are supported through rigorous interventions to cater for their needs.

We understand the importance of parents and carers in supporting their children
to develop both word reading and comprehension skills, and so we want to



encourage a home-school partnership which enables parents and carers to
understand how to enhance the skills being taught in school through good
quality texts.

By the end of their time at primary school, all children should be able to read
fluently, and with confidence, in any subject in their forthcoming secondary
education.

Content Domains
These set out how elements of the curriculum will be defined for test
development purposes.
KS1 KS2

1a. draw on knowledge of vocabulary to
understand texts
1b. identify / explain key aspects of fiction and
non-fiction texts, such as characters, events,
titles and information
1c. identify and explain the sequence of events
in texts
1d. make inferences from the text
1e. predict what might happen on the basis of
what has been read so far

2a. Give / explain the meaning of words in
context
2b. Retrieve and record information / identify
key details from fiction and non-fiction
2c. Summarise main ideas from more than
one paragraph
2d. Make inferences using the text / explain
and justify inferences with evidence from the
text
2e. Predict what might happen from details
stated and implied
2f. Identify / explain how information /
narrative content is related and contributes to
meaning as a whole
2g. Identify / explain how meaning is enhance
through choice of words and phrases
2h. Make comparisons within the text

Teaching of Reading:

Planning
■ Curricular targets to be published and highlighted on weekly planning.
■ Weekly planning completed and annotated then kept in a teachers file for

each group.
■ She�eld STAT document is used to ensure pitch of lessons for all ability

groups.
■ Follow up activities should always require children to go back to the group

text.
■ Immersive reading environment should be planned for each week as part

of the guided reading cycle.

Organisation

EYFS
The curriculum in Early Years o�ers many opportunities to develop the skills
required for reading. Speaking and listening are two of the first skills to be
focused upon; these are developed through listening to stories, shared reading,
role-play, opportunities for talk through continuous provision and Phase 1 to 4 of
letters and sounds. To try and develop parental awareness of our approach to
reading, we o�er Reading Workshops at key points throughout the year where
parents are o�ered the chance to come into school and observe how reading is
promoted and taught to their child with an opportunity to put what they have
seen into practise. Within the Early Years setting, there are dedicated reading



areas both with indoors and outdoors provision that promote the love of reading.
The use of sound buttons to record key questions to support building the
language and comprehension plays a key part within. Within the provision, there
are key story props and costumes to allow children the opportunity to retell and
act out stories or plays they have been shared in stimulating Immersive
Environments.

Guided Reading Y1 - 6
All classes take part in guided reading sessions between 9-9:30am daily. All
classes follow the timetable outlined below on a rota of usually 5 groups. KS2
children stick a guided reading grid in books and record daily on these. KS1 follow
the same timetable but are not required to use guided reading grids. It is
expected that there are two recorded pieces of evidence weekly in books for
each child, which can include: written, pictorial, sequencing or video evidence
through photographs.

Using the weekly guided reading grid, children in ability groups will work through
the weekly cycle making a note of activities and being mindful of weekly targets,
as seen below:

1. Pre read - Independent reading session using a text which is exclusively
used for group work or use of the Immersive class text/novel.

2. Reading with Class Teacher - Guided group ensuring that balance is
reached across the content domains. These activities will address the
child/group’s reading target (taken from the reading mat), the whole school
guided reading target or the reading curricular targets.

3. Independent - Follow-up task linked to the class teacher led session, usually
from the previous day’s learning. Evidenced in individual guided reading
books. Follow-up activities will be dated with a clear learning objective taken
from the reading mats. All class guided reading books should be marked in
line with the marking policy.

4. Cracking Comprehension - LSA guided group using Cracking
Comprehension resources, focussing on teaching the Content Domains
through comprehension.

5. Immersive Reading - Di�erentiated questions are pre-planned for the term
to be used within the IRE in the classroom and using the class linked text.
Evidence of activities in IRE could be through a written task, photographs or
film.

Marking and Feedback
Written feedback should celebrate the achievements in the piece of Guided
Reading writing using a minimum of 1 star and a wish. The wish should indicate
the area of learning to be improved. Green highlighting to be used to celebrate
success and achievement of the WALT. Blue highlighting should not be used in
Guided Reading books. Spelling/grammar/punctuation errors: to be underlined
in green pen and corrected by an adult.



Immersive Reading Environments (IRE)
Quality texts are chosen to enhance the topic material, as a vehicle to motivate
and enthuse learners, therefore immersive reading environments should match
the text content and provide a sense of awe and wonder.
•To be developed as the text develops to capture changes and hooks into
reading.
•To be an area that has a WOW factor to engage pupils to step into the text.
•Guided reading activities to be included in the environment to encourage
comprehension – a range of content domain questions to be used.
•Activities to also support SPAG taught.
•Pupils have planned opportunities to use the environment – these to be either in
guided reading, literacy or topic time.
•Evidence of activities in IRE could be through a written task, photographs or film.
These could be included in the guided reading books or topic folders.
•Half termly plan of questions and activities for IRE are developed to support
environment learning.

Assessment
■ From Year 1 each child has a Reading Mat, kept in their learning journey.

These contain the year group expectations. Class teachers date objectives
up to 3 times per year as they are taught throughout each term and the
child is showing evidence in their learning. Once an objective has been
dated 3 times it is highlighted by the class teacher showing they are
achieving at or above an expected standard in each area.

■ Guided Reading - Child/group’s reading targets are taken from the
Reading Mat and feature on planning. The whole school guided reading
target or the reading curricular targets feature on all planning.

■ Years 1, 3, 4, and 5 use Rising Stars (PIRA) tests termly to assess learning
and progress in Reading. These are used in Autumn 2, Spring 2 and
Summer 2. (For Years 1 and 3 there is only one booklet containing text and
questions. For Years 4,and 5 there are two documents for each test. One
answer booklet and one reading booklet).

■ Year 2 and Y6 use past SATs papers towards the end of each half term and
actual SATs test ( Summer 1).

Whole Class Readers
Children will hear an adult read to them daily using the class text/novel daily for
at minimum of 15 mins. Class Readers are planned into the curriculum from EYFS
to Y6 and are embedded into the reading routines across the year with a book
focus for each half term. High quality texts are chosen based upon links to the
curriculum topic being studied. A class reader is a class text that pupils read and
analyse together as a class over an extended period of time. Class reader
sessions can be found during literacy, guided reading or discrete curriculum time
and allow children of all attainment levels to be immersed in the same high
quality texts and promote valuable discussions. Immersive environments support
the texts studied.



Class reading sessions provide teachers with the opportunity to model the
fluency, pace, intonation and expression key elements of reading with the notion
that children will try to emulate this in their own reading. During discussion of the
text, the teacher will model the expectation for high quality responses identifying
key evidence and explanations to provide support to justify responses, a key skill
that children need to acquire during their school journey. Teachers can implicitly
point out to the children the language and author's intentions that sometimes
children unless exposed to miss. Within EYFS and KS1 teachers share a wealth of
short texts with the children to expose them to a vast and rich vocabulary from
traditional tales to classic stories and performance poetry.

Individual Reading
At Willow Tree Academy, every child is heard read individually by an adult at
least once a week in school (through Guided Reading and or Individual Reading)
the frequency is dependent on the child’s ability and engagement of parents at
home. Children choose books from the reading scheme or from personal choice
if the child is a free reader. The reading material is matched to the child’s ability
through PM Benchmarking, with some degree of di�culty – in any page there
should be a couple of words which provide challenge. Children who have been
identified as needing support to improve their reading are targeted for additional
reading whenever possible or through the Reading Champion intervention.

Every child has a reading record/diary and an individual scheme reading book.
Within the reading diary, each adult records the title of the present book; the
page numbers heard read, the date and the adults’ initials with comment. All
adults encourage the children to decipher unknown text for themselves – using
the strategies taught in class and in particular those skills and strategies taught in
their guided reading sessions. Children are then questioned about the text linked
to the whole school question stem strategy linked to content domains to decipher
what that they have read in order to check for levels of comprehension. A
constructive/positive comment is then made by the adult in the reading diary.

Reading Champions
To further enhance and develop the teaching of reading in schools we implement
The Reading Champions Strategy. Learning to read is a crucial life skill and some
of our most vulnerable pupils are underachieving in this area. Often they do not
read at home, or reading is not valued and this further disengages the children.
All target children to be identified and parents consulted. Reading ability and
relationships need to be considered.



Reading Champion Organisation:

●Allocate time slots to setting up and managing the system. Arrange suitable
time slots, e.g. breakfast and lunch clubs, PSHE, regular weekly slots.
●Identify and train champions, allocate space and time available and listen to
feedback.
●Designate rooms and places where participants will feel comfortable e.g. library
areas
●Cover issues such as strategies for motivating reluctant readers, how we learn
to read, activities, materials and how to build positive relationships
●Champions need an opportunity to discuss concerns and talk through their
experiences with teachers, e.g. each term
●Entry and Exit scores (PM Benchmarking) at the beginning and end of each
‘period’.

The Hilary Ford Award
Hilary Ford was a volunteer who read with the children at Herringthorpe Junior
School for over 20 years. She believed in hard work and that all children, if given
the opportunity, could develop a love of reading.  In recognition of her services to
education, she was awarded a British Empire Medal by the Queen in the New
Years Honours list 2018. In partnership with her family, we would like her legacy to
continue throughout the Willow Tree Academy.

● One annual award - to be awarded to one child from Year 6 in the end of
Year awards ceremony. This should recognise a child who is the most
improved reader throughout their time at school. Their name will be
displayed in school and they will receive a certificate and a replica trophy
to take home.

● One trophy per class- to be awarded each term to the child in the class
who has made the most progress in reading. They will keep the trophy on
their desk for the next term and receive a certificate for their ROA file.
They will also receive a pin to wear on their uniform.

● When a child receives the award, they should be supported by the class
teacher or LSA to write a letter to Hilary. The letter should explain how they
feel about their achievement and the progress they have made. A file of all
the letters should be kept in school and displayed.

● Each school should have a designated area to display the annual trophy
and the book of letters to Hilary so that the award is high profile across
the school. The board should also display pictures/comments/evaluations
from the termly class winners.

● All winners will also receive a gift card for the works purchased with the
donation from Hilary’s family. (£5 termly class winners/ £20 overall
winner)

● All children to write a thank you letter/card to their reading champion.



Reading for Pleasure
In the academy, we will strive to give pupils stimulating environments, where
reading materials are presented in an attractive and inviting way, using various
nooks and crannies available. Books are used to enhance displays and to provide
reference points for deeper learning. Furthermore, within English lessons we
create an environment that stimulates the generation of ideas from texts where
all ideas are accepted and valued. Each classroom has a dedicated Immersive
Reading Environment area to encourage and motivate children to read. These
areas provide a comfortable and relaxing area where books can be shared and
enjoyed and are changed on a termly basis to ensure that interest is maintained.
Each classroom is stocked with a rich variety of books based upon the children’s
interests thus allowing the children to have access to a significant 'library'
collection of books of various genres for the children to enjoy.

Various initiatives for promoting the love of reading include:
● World Book promotion yearly
● Book Fairs are promoted twice yearly with all commissions returning into

school via quality text choices.
● Reading challenge/ Hot reads - EYFS to Y6 children all have a box of 20

age appropriate challenging texts to stimulate interest. Book mats with all
front covers are kept in Learning Journeys and children complete tasks
whilst ticking o� books read to earn bronze, silver and gold certificates
given in Friday assembly.

● Reading Suitcases - All children have the opportunity to be selected to win
a reading suitcase for a week. Content includes an age appropriate book
fit for sharing, hot chocolate and biscuits for the family, a teddy and a
notebook, with the view to promoting family reading.

EYFS Love of Reading:

We promote a love of reading across the EYFS through a well-planned and
stimulating IRE. With a clear topic question, appropriate resources and age
related texts. To promote early reading we start with the 2-year-old children and
they each have their own library style logbook to track the amount of books they
have had. This is celebrated with a sticker for each book and a certificate for
every 10 books read.  We have introduced a stop and read system whereby an
adult will shake a bell and the children will stop what they are doing and choose
a book and have a look at it .This is to promote the love of reading for pleasure .

Library
We have established strong links with the local library and organise regular visits
for all year groups promoting the use of the library in our community. All children
have had the opportunity to visit the local library and make members. We have
forged excellent links here, which is extended into school via the Library Loan
Service and local library sta� who have trained children as Librarians to maintain
on school site provision.



ICT
Active learn - Bug Club
As a school we subscribe to Bug Club, a whole-school phonetically based online
reading scheme with interactive activities that hooks children into a lifelong love
of reading through stunning books and an incredible online reading world filled
to the brim with popular characters. Each child has a personalised homepage
where they'll find the eBooks they've been allocated by the teacher and
motivating rewards. This ensures that each child can find a book at exactly the
right level for them. The online reading world ensures children can access
independent reading resources anywhere at any time. New books will be
allocated regularly. Bug Club books have a fantastic range of titles, which are
graded into colour-coded Book Band levels. Within each level, there is a carefully
planned progression of books. This fine progression gives children plenty of
opportunity to develop their reading skills and master each fine step while
moving through the reading programme. Children have access to Bug Club
resources during Independent reading sessions, guided and shared reading
sessions, reading comprehension lessons and at home.

Book Creator
At Willow Tree Academy we promote the use of Book Creator online giving
children the opportunity to combine text, images, audio and video to create:
Interactive stories, Digital portfolios, Research journals, Poetry books, Science
reports, Instruction manuals, ‘About me’ books and Comic adventures. Often this
is using the class text/ novel as a stimulus alongside IREs.

Filming and Photographs - Role play/drama
Every opportunity to capture learning using technology is promoted and reading
is no di�erent. In IREs, children often capture film and photos and later use
technology such as: Books Creator and Comic Life to create visual literacy which
creates memorable experiences.

Home Reading

We value the importance of parental partnerships in order to provide the best
education for their child. Parents are encouraged to listen to their children read at
home and able readers are expected to read independently at home to build
reading mileage. Each child from Reception to Year 6 takes a ‘reading book’
home every day, this is a book that the children choose supported by a member
of sta� to ensure that the text is accessible and in line with their reading ability.
Parents are asked to comment/sign their children’s reading record book every
time their child reads at home. Diaries must then be signed by the teacher/LSA to
acknowledge reading books completed at home. Parents are also provided with
guidance about how to best support their children in reading, for instance,
examples of questions that they can ask, strategies that are being practised and
how to praise specific elements such as intonation and fluency.

There is an expectation that the children read regularly at home. This is
monitored in each class and dojos awarded accordingly. See below:
● Record on a visual graph every 5 reads regardless of time taken. (Some



children may read 5 times in one week, some may read 5 times in 3 weeks
but will still be able to see a reward on the graph. Seeing a class visual
(graph) and an increase in competition should lead to more children
stepping up the challenge. Who has read the most in that half term?

● Dojos rewarded according to the amount of times read and Special
Reading 5 given accordingly.

● Weekly class teachers choose a child from each class for their
commitment to reading, to attend a special reading session with the Head
Teacher.

Any children who don’t have a reading opportunity at home will need to be
catered for additionally - extra reading sessions at breaktime or a club at
lunchtime or access to the Reading Champions Programme facilitated.

5. Writing

Statement of Intent

At Willow Tree Academy we aim to develop the children’s ability to produce well
structured, detailed writing in which the meaning is clear and which engages the
interest of the reader. Attention is paid throughout the school to the formal
structures of English, grammatical detail, punctuation and spelling. To support
our teaching of writing, sta� refer to Pie Corbett’s strategies (Talk for Writing)-
which are predominantly used in KS1 and Lower KS2.

Pupils are taught writing in mixed ability classes; teachers regularly assess and
group their pupils according to ability. Ability groups are changed throughout the
year to ensure pupils are accessing relevant learning tasks for their ability. All
sta� will model high expectations of writing and take every opportunity to
expand vocabulary to promote a language rich environment.

Focused writing sessions are used to target specific needs of both groups and
individuals. Children have opportunities to write at length in extended
independent writing sessions in Literacy and across the curriculum. Pupils use a
range of resources such as alphabet cards, talking tins, word cards, word lists,
writing frames, dictionaries and thesauruses to support their work.

Throughout the curriculum, pupils are given frequent opportunities in school to
write in di�erent contexts using quality texts as a model and for a variety of
purposes and audiences. There are many opportunities for children to improve
their writing inspired by real texts (newspapers, advertisements and websites),
drama techniques, use of multimedia texts, visitors, visits and film clips. They may
be asked to produce their writing on their own or as part of a group. Children will
also be given the opportunity to incorporate computing skills and the use of
digital literacy.

Writing Teaching Sequence
Writing lessons across Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2 follow this writing sequence.

•Launch Write- this is a cold write in the genre which you are studying. This is
appropriate when it can be used to inform planning. Children will peer critique the



Launch Write.
•The children will explore quality examples of writing in the chosen genre.
•The GPS/Progress Papers should be used to ensure the most appropriate GPS is
taught for each genre.
•From this the children will identify the features of a genre and create a RUBRIC.
•The children will plan their writing ensuring that they consider the purpose,
audience, formality and text type (PAFT). Planning will involve exploration of the
genre through Talk 4 writing, Drama and Talk Partners using a structure
appropriate to the genre.
•The children will then write, having identified the purpose and audience for their
writing. They will be supported in their writing by their RUBRIC.
•For some writing Peer Critique will take place-mixed ability, triads. Peer Critique
works best when it has a focus, for example figurative language, fronted
adverbials.
•Following Peer Critique (and teacher marking) the children edit and redraft their
writing. This could be a sentence or a paragraph using blue editing slips.
•This writing is usually published for folders and display.

Independent Writing (Big Write)
Pupils will be asked to do independent writing every two weeks which is collected
in Independent Writing Folders.

1. This should happen every two weeks, within the genre being taught.
2. It should be written as part of the literacy teaching sequence-during when the
genre is taught.
3.It should be peer critiqued by the children as per a particular focus and the
RUBRIC.
4.The teacher will mark the writing as per the marking policy.
5. Edits are made to a particular focus-re sentence or paragraph
6. One Independent write should be published per term for folders.
7. Each Independent Write is assessed as per the updated sheets kept in each
child’s independent writing folder which will inform the teacher's planning.

Purpose, Audience, Formality & Text Type (PAFT)
Before writing a text, during the planning process children will consider and
discuss PAFT to ensure the writing is appropriate. This will help them choose the
correct language and structure to use in a piece of writing. PAFT will be discussed
as a whole class with children’s input and it will be identified on the children’s
writing plans.
Purpose: It is vital children achieve a purpose for their writing to consider ‘Why
am I writing?’. The purpose of the text will a�ect the language and structure the
children use.
Audience: Writing must be tailored to suit the audience so the children will
consider, ‘Who am I writing to?’. The nature of the audience will have a big impact
on the language and tone used in the piece of writing.
Formality: From looking at examples of this text type, children will consider how
they might need to change their language and grammatical structures to suit the
style of writing and the formality. They will consider if it is an informal piece of
writing or formal.



Text type: The writing needs to be suitable for the specific genre of writing. The
genre will be analysed during the RUBRIC process where children will identify the
key features of this text type and understand how to use them in their own
writing.

Approaches To Writing
Modelled Writing
Modelled writing is a specific strategy which allows the teacher to explicitly
demonstrate the process of writing by ‘thinking aloud’ as she/he records her
thoughts, for example, planning what she intends to write, talking about choice of
words. Children participate by listening and observing the teacher, rather than by
contributing ideas.  The teacher talks through the process step-by-step to show
the learner how to write successfully. It also allows children to see that writing in
an interactive process and are reassured that writers make mistakes.

Shared Writing
Shared writing is a whole class activity where the teacher models the writing of
the text. In shared writing, the pupils will contribute to the text by suggesting
words or sentences to be used. The teacher demonstrates how to write and
explains decisions. S/he will model thinking, rehearsing sentences, writing and
re-reading constantly generating words and ideas. Across the key stages,
teachers will focus on the purpose, audience, level of formality, structure and
organisation of the text. A particular aspect of word or sentence level work
provides an additional focus depending on the objectives and targets being
worked on at that time.  Shared writing is not exclusive to English sessions and
can be taught across the curriculum.

Guided Writing
Guided writing targets children at their point of writing. Guided writing takes place
in small groups with a teaching focus using teacher assessments and writing
already modelled. The main part of the session is spent by the child writing with
the adult intervening as appropriate.

Independent writing.
Throughout the school children need opportunities to develop their confidence
and practise their writing skills. All writing activities should have a purpose and
quality should be promoted through book making, publication or presentation to
another audience. Writing is modelled and supported from immersion to quality
writing. Independent writing is supported through the use of dictionaries, word
banks, thesaurus’ and plans. Within Key Stages one and two, children will have a
Big Write session, where children write independently for a sustained period
increased by age and ability. This is then marked in relation against writing
assessment grids. This can also be used as a ‘hot’ or ‘cold’ exercise, to monitor
progress throughout a unit of work and measure the impact of teaching.



ICT
The use of ICT, with clear learning objectives, will promote, enhance and support
the teaching of Literacy at word, sentence and text levels. It also o�ers ways of
impacting on learning which are not possible with conventional methods, e.g.
interactive and non-linear stories.

ICT is used at whole-class, group and independent levels. The screen projection
of text enables it to be read and shared. The projection of a word processor
permits the writing process to be modelled e�ectively. A wide variety of text
types are available through the internet or other sources to encourage the
framing of explicit questions. Word banks or word grid software speed up
recording. Software is used to support independent reading (text to speech) and
writing word banks and spell checkers). A range of software is used to develop
specific grammatical and spelling skills. Lessons can focus on what pupils have
achieved using ICT, or ICT can provide the means of presenting their outcomes
(via multimedia presentation or the school website). Children are encouraged to
continue their classroom learning at home and share this with their teacher and
peers on Google Drive.

Di�erentiation
To ensure all of our pupils are making the most progress they can within a lesson
the work must be clearly di�erentiated using AFL via a variety of methods e.g.
resources, adult support and level of thinking skills required. This will be evident in
planning. Di�erentiation must not always be based on outcome alone but based
on the thinking skills the activity requires. Di�erentiated questioning and high
expectations during the main teaching can be used to stretch the more able
pupils and develop other pupils.

Assessment In Writing
Pupils’ developing abilities as writers are assessed through ongoing formative
assessment (see Marking Policy). This process occurs through daily interactions
with learners, marking and pupil conferencing. Ongoing formative assessment
enables teachers and pupils to derive targets for improvement.
As well as ongoing formative assessment, teachers from Year 1 to Year 6 assess
the writing of every child after each piece of independent writing (Big Write). This
will be assessed against Writing Assessment Grids for each year group.
Summative assessment judgements are derived through analysis of progress
against the statements on the Writing Assessment Grids which is then added to
EAZMAG each half term.
Regular moderation sta� meetings across the academy ensure that teachers’
assessment of writing is consistent across the school and that there is a clear
progression between year groups.

Target Setting
Writing targets are set three times a year and are based on formative
assessments from independent writing. Targets are kept in the children’s learning
journeys and are reviewed the following term. These are shared with parents at
each parents evening.



6. Oracy
Statement of Intent

Oracy at Willow Tree is the ability to express oneself fluently and grammatically
in speech. It is the ability of our children to find their voices both metaphorically
and physically. It underpins everything we do, as communicators, but doesn’t
necessarily happen by chance - and should be planned for strategically. Talk 4
writing is an excellent opportunity to model spoken language but that is not
where oracy ends.

Exploratory talk is typical of the early stages of approaching new ideas: it is
hesitant and incomplete as it allows the speaker to try out ideas, how they sound,
to see what others make of them, to arrange information and ideas into di�erent
patterns. The speaker is mainly concerned with organising his or her own
thoughts.

In Presentational talk, the speaker’s attention is primarily focused on adjusting
the language, context and manner to the needs of the audience

Oracy is vitally important as it is the key to expressing ideas, displaying
communication skills, academic standards, social mobility employability,
wellbeing, self esteem and confidence.

Dialogic teaching principles

• collective - children address learning tasks together. 
• reciprocal  - children listen to each other, share ideas and consider alternative
viewpoints. 
• supportive - children express their ideas freely, without fear of embarrassment
over ʻwrongʼ answers, and they help each other to reach common
understandings. 
• cumulative - children build on answers and other oral contributions and chain
them into coherent lines of thinking and understanding. 
• purposeful - Classroom talk, though open and dialogic, is also planned and
structured with specific learning goals in view.

At Willow Tree Academy, we promote the use of discussion guidelines, which
should be created by each class so that they have agency and are more
meaningful.

Please see Appendix 3 for example of Discussion Guidelines



Listening protocols are imperative. Listening actively allows children to engage
critically with complex ideas, learn from their peers and hear new vocabulary in
practice.

Micro Listener – listening to the details of a conversation. What is the content of
the talk? You can literally retrieve information from a discussion if you are micro
listening – finding out facts from the conversation.

Macro Listener – looks at the bigger picture.  This is where you look at the body
language, gestures and expression from the conversation – non-verbal clues as
to how the character is feeling and the emotion they have attached to the
subject

Talking points are a stimulus for speaking, listening, thinking and learning. They
are basically a list of ideas, statements which may be factually accurate,
contentious or simply wrong! They provide a focus for speaking and listening and
a chance to find out what others think. They are easy to fabricate, read and
understand, but o�er ways into thinking more deeply about the subject under
discussion. They can be applied to a whole range of subjects:
Ie shadows are longer at midday
To multiply by ten, add a zero at the end.

Sentence sca�olds are used at Willow Tree to support the utterances of children,
who may lack confidence in formulating their own independently. In an ideal
world, every lesson would have several sca�olds on display to support children’s
oracy.

Please see Appendix 4 for Harkness sca�olding discussion

Dialogic teaching principles

• collective - children address learning tasks together. 

• reciprocal  - children listen to each other, share ideas and consider alternative
viewpoints. 

• supportive - children express their ideas freely, without fear of embarrassment
over ʻwrongʼ answers, and they help each other to reach common
understandings. 

• cumulative - children build on answers and other oral contributions and chain
them into coherent lines of thinking and understanding. 

• purposeful - Classroom talk, though open and dialogic, is also planned and
structured with specific learning goals in view.

In order to include reluctant speakers, there are several strategies we advocate
to encourage active participation:



the use of talk tokens (counters). 
the use of  string with younger children to track the speakers and create a
physical web (Harkness) 
the use of Harkness models to monitor speakers in a group discussion
the use ofJenga wooden or lego blocks to encourage the children to build on
previous points made by others
the use of thumbs-in for turn-taking (focus on participation and equality of
opportunity)
we also encourage the children themselves to invite passive peers to contribute -
linking to discussion guidelines.

Please see Appendix 7 for an example of the Harkness model

Assessment of Oracy:
At Willow Tree, we would not expect every child to be assessed after every lesson
as this is completely untenable. However, it may be reasonable to track six
targeted pupils with the oracy tracker below. These could be kept in their learning
journeys and should be updated as part of science presentations or if the child
presents in assembly.  The self assessment sheet could be used at natural
reflection points at the teachers’ discretion - for example, during Record Of
Achievement weeks.

Stage not age
As oracy is not age-specific, it progresses through the di�erent stages of
competency, regardless of a child’s age. It is possible that you may have a very
orally-competent and confident child in KS1, far surpassing the skills of a child in
KS2. The Oracy Tracking Grid would remain with a child throughout their primary
years and would show development at their own level. Opportunities should
always be made available to accommodate speakers of varying proficiency.

Please see Appendix 5 for Oracy Tracking Grid

Please see Appendix 6 for Oracy Self Assessment sheet

7. Drama
At Willow Tree academy we recognise that drama is a both a creative art form
and an educational tool which can enhance learning across the curriculum.

The range of drama activities should include
● Improvisation and working in role
● Scripting and performing plays
● Responding to performance.

To develop their appreciation and understanding of di�erent texts the children
should be taught to

● Read stories and plays aloud
● Identify how characters and setting are created and how plot, narrative

and structure and themes are developed.



We recognise the important role of speaking and listening across the curriculum.
Ranges of speaking activities are planned as paired or group discussions. In most
literacy lessons opportunities are provided daily.

Drama promotes language skills, developing communication, negotiation,
compromise and self-criticism and assertion. Confidence and vocabulary are
extended when children adopt roles and characters. For example Hot Seating
enables children to gain insights into narrative and characterisation. Role play is
a strong stimulus for narrative writing and can deepen historical understanding.
Further it provides a safe environment to explore sensitive issues in PHSE.

Throughout the Key Stages the following opportunities should be provided;
● A broad range of stimuli, including artefacts, fictional texts, non-fictional

texts, multimedia resources such as photographs and video clips.
● Working as a class, pairs or varying size groups.
● Perform to a range of audience.
● Observe live and recorded performances.
● Use ICT to explore and record ideas and performances.

To ensure progression throughout the Key Stages children should be able to;
8. Explore and research ideas, issues, plays and other texts such as diary

entries, poems, photographs, films and paintings using a variety of drama
techniques.

9. Devise and perform dramas of di�erent kinds.
10. Use drama skills to interpret a range of genres.
11. Create and perform dramas for a range of audiences using a selection of

media.
12. Use and develop drama from di�erent times and cultures, as well as

classic and contemporary.
13. Reflect upon, evaluate and analyse the impact of their own and other’s

performance.

8. Spelling, Punctuation, Handwriting and Grammar

Spelling

Statement of Intent
At Willow tree academy we believe that spelling is an essential skill that allows
the children to communicate their understanding in all curriculum subjects. In
order for pupils to develop into e�ective and confident spellers, they need to



develop and use a range of spelling strategies. For this to be achieved, spelling is
taught actively and explicitly with the understanding that the greatest impact on
spelling is achieved when children are encouraged to use new spellings, and their
associated rules, in their writing. Support is provided, tailored to the specific
needs of the child or year group.

Teaching sequence
No matter whether a phonics or a spelling lesson is being taught or whether
pupils from FS1 or Year 6 are being taught it, practice follows the same teaching
sequence as follows:

Introduce - Introduce learning objective/ daily focus.
Review and Revisit – Pupils will revisit the previous taught learning via
interactive and engaging games and activities, a speed read of previous
phonemes or spellings and a speed read of common exception words
often in a whole class environment.
Teach new learning – Pupils will be taught a new phoneme/grapheme, a
new skill or spelling rule.
Practise – Pupils practise using the rule in context.
Apply – The spelling pattern and words are then applied and practised as
part of a handwriting session. Pupils will be encouraged to apply new
learning independently in their writing.

Spellings/ Phonics are practised on a daily basis in all year groups with the 5
stages seen in every lesson. Each phonics and spelling session lasts between
15-30 minutes (age dependent). KS2 spelling is taught for 15 minutes and FS/KS1
phonics is taught for up to 30 minutes daily. Planning is in the form of slides,
following the sequence as above. (see planning folder)

How is spelling taught across the academy?
A specific focus for spellings (letter string or spelling rule), for each year group, is
set per week. This is taken from the national curriculum Appendix 1 and/ or
based around a phonics pattern for EYFS and KS1.
Children are given 5 spellings following the pattern or rule each week, to learn as
part of home learning. The children are then asked to find 5 more (age
dependent) words which follow the letter string or spelling rule.
Spellings are given to the children to stick into their home school diaries. These
words are then practised throughout the week in handwriting and spelling
lessons. The children are then tested on 10 spellings on a Friday. The teacher
keeps a record of these scores and they are uploaded to individual  school
Spelling trackers and results shared with parents through home learning diaries.

Early Years Foundation Stage - A daily phonics session is taught. In EYFS,
children regularly practise and learn the key words and tricky words for their
specific age, often working alongside their learning of systematic synthetic
phonics. Gradually the children will start to apply their phonics knowledge to



decode regular words and learn some common irregular words and apply these
skills within blending and segmenting to spell.

Year 1 A daily phonics session is taught. In Year 1, children regularly practise and
learn the key words and tricky words for their specific age, often working
alongside their learning of systematic synthetic phonics. Gradually the children
will start to apply their phonics knowledge to decode regular words and learn
some common irregular words and apply these skills within blending and
segmenting to spell.

Year 2 A daily phonics/spelling  session is taught and includes a weekly test.
Spelling lists are sent home, focusing on a specific rule, plus Y1/2 words (NC
appendix 1 list)

Year 3/4 Spellings or phonics are taught 5 times a week and include a weekly
test.  Spelling lists are sent home, focusing on a specific rule, plus Y3/4 words (NC
appendix 1 list)

Year 5/6 Spellings are taught 5 times a week and include a weekly test.  Spelling
lists are sent home, focusing on a specific rule, plus Y3/4 (revision) and Y5/6
words (NC appendix 1 list)

In the teaching of spelling there is an emphasis on the recognition of letter
strings, visual patterns and analogies, the application of spelling conventions, the
use of a range of word resources and the morphology of words. Nevertheless, it
is recognised that some pupils will need to consolidate their phonic knowledge
and skills from Key Stage 1.

Spelling Bee
A whole school Spelling Bee is held at the end of each term. For the first 3 weeks
following a half term all children are given age appropriate national curriculum
spellings (common exception words) or phonics phase words to revise as part of
their home learning. These replace a weekly test of a spelling pattern or rule for
the 3 weeks.
Each year group is given a set of words from the national curriculum common
exception words or Phonics phases. Children are given these words to practise
over a period of time and spelling/phonics groups/SPAG lessons in class should
focus on ways to support children in their spellings using a range of spelling
strategies.
Children will be tested on a range of these words, in class, on a weekly basis and
the winners from each year group (Max 3)  are then entered into the final to be
held in a whole school assembly.



Where there are mixed year groups, children will need to be tested against fellow
Year group winners so there are 3 overall clear winners from each year group.
Finalists take part in the FINALE as part of a special mentions assembly. (See
Literacy Folder for resources)

Spelling supports / resources
An investigative approach is taken to the teaching of spelling. Building on the
approaches introduced in Key Stage 1, there is an emphasis on developing
confidence and independence. It is expected that pupils assume increased
responsibility by identifying their own spelling errors, making reasoned  choices
about likely alternatives and using a range of resources (dictionaries and word
banks) for making corrections.
Children are encouraged to use brain, buddy, boss method to find spellings
independently, before asking an adult. Children have access to a range of
resources to support them with spellings in class.

- Age appropriate dictionaries and thesauruses are available in all classes
and the children are taught the skills of how to use these.

- All children from Year 1 to 6  have an alphabetised try dictionary available
on their desks. These are encouraged to be used regularly to record
unknown spellings in, to use in their writing.

- Learning journeys contain a range of age appropriate supports for
spelling including, knowledge organiser with key topic vocabulary, Year
group common exception word lists, grammatical vocabulary word lists,
phoneme mats and subject specific vocabulary mats.

- Displays in class and throughout school promote key vocabulary.
- Each class has a lightbox promoting a word of the week. This may be

taken from the class text or topic related. Children are encouraged to use
this word within their learning.

- Each class has a Vocabulary matters folder on display, whereby the word
of the week is recorded and an explanation and examples of the word in
context are written. (See appendix)

.
Spelling strategies
A range of spelling strategies are used to teach children new
spellings/Phonemes:
Phonological knowledge: including phonemic awareness
Orthographic knowledge: understanding what is possible in letter order
Etymological knowledge: knowing where words come from
Morphological knowledge: knowing the meaningful parts of the word
Semantic knowledge: knowing what words mean
Visual knowledge: recognising the correct look of a word

Home Learning



Parents are encouraged to practice weekly spellings at home with their child.
Lists are provided on home learning timetables and recorded in home learning
diaries. Year group common exception words, phonics phase words and
curriculum knowledge organisers are sent home during transition for children to
practice the vocabulary and spellings and use as reference to support with home
learning. In Reception, children are given tricky words to practice, these are sent
home to read and play games with. In Key Stage 1 and 2, pupils take home
weekly spellings; these are the words that pupils find particularly di�cult, but also
link to the common exception words outlined in the National Curriculum
appendices for their current year group.

Assessment
Weekly tests are recorded on the school spelling tracker and monitored by class
teacher and subject leader.
Years 1, 3, 4, and 5 use Rising Stars (GAPS) tests termly to assess learning and
progress. These are used in Autumn 2, Spring 2 and Summer 2.
Year 2 and Y6 use past SATs papers towards the end of each half term and
actual SATs test ( Summer 1).

Handwriting

Statement of Intent

Handwriting is a taught skill and it is important that teachers are seen to put a
high value on teaching and sustaining good handwriting. We believe that
children’s self-esteem and pride in their work can be raised by good quality
presentation. Our aim in this policy is to teach children correct letter formation,
joining and good handwriting habits, so that they can write fluently and legibly
and by the end of KS2 to begin to develop a distinctive style.

Teaching and Organisation

At Willow Tree Academy we follow the Martin Harvey Scheme of handwriting
(see Literacy folder)   thus ensuring there is continuity and progression across
classes. Planning is based on this program, which ensures a progressive structure.
In their short term planning teachers outline specific objectives for groups of
children and individuals in order to ensure progress. Handwriting is taught
regularly, as a class and/or group intervention in all year groups. Handwriting is
taught alongside spellings/ phonics lessons with a focus on spelling patterns and
phonemes. From Year 1 this is a daily lesson, with all handwriting modelled by the
class teacher using a visually  large line guide.
During lessons we ensure that children sit, position their paper/book and hold
their pen/pencil correctly using their other hand to hold their work firmly. Chair
height is checked to ensure it is correct. It is important that in the Early Years and
at Key Stage 1 children are observed closely during the lesson to ensure that
letter formation is correct. In addition to specific handwriting lessons children are
expected to apply their learning in their exercise books and to show care for the



presentation of their work. Regular opportunities for children to produce
presentation work are also planned, for example in topic books or for display.
Sta� model the handwriting style and use the appropriate joins, demonstrating
the fluency and legibility of the style. Children are expected to show care for their
workbooks, present their work with care, date work, underline where necessary
and not make any marks on the covers.

Progression in Handwriting

The 2014 National Curriculum says pupils should ‘start using some of the
diagonal and horizontal strokes needed to join letters’ from Year 2. It also
encourages schools to teach children ‘to write with a joined style as soon as they
can form letters securely with the correct orientation’

Key Stage 1 Pupils should be taught to:
• sit correctly at a table, holding a pencil comfortably and correctly.
• begin to form lower-case letters in the correct direction, starting and finishing in

the right place
• form capital letters; form digits 0-9
• understand which letters belong to which handwriting families (i.e. letters that
are formed in similar ways) and practise to these.
• During the Summer term some children in EYFS are introduced to a wide line
guide to use with writing tasks.
• Children begin in year one using a lined (SPaG) book to complete handwriting
tasks in. Children begin with a wider lined book in KS1.
• From Year 2 onwards children work towards earning a pen licence. Children’s
handwriting must be neat, consistent in size, shape, position and orientation and
is beginning to show joining lines.

Key stage 2 Pupils should be taught to:
• use the diagonal and horizontal strokes that are needed to join letters and
understand which letters, when adjacent to one another, are best left unjoined.
• increase the legibility, consistency and quality of their handwriting [for example,
by ensuring that the downstrokes of letters are parallel and equidistant; that lines
of writing are spaced su�ciently so that the ascenders and descenders of letters
do not touch.
• write legibly, fluently and with increasing speed by:

• choosing which shape of a letter to use when given choices and deciding
whether or not to join specific letters.
• choosing the writing implement that is best suited for a task.

• Children record handwriting tasks in a lined SPaG book. From KS2 onwards,
children move towards using a narrower line guide within their SPaG books and
as a guide for writing.
• Once a child has earned a pen licence they are to use a handwriting pen to
produce most writing.

Provision for Left-Handed Children

At least 10% of the population are left-handed. All teachers are aware of the left
handed pupils in their class and make appropriate provision:

● paper should be positioned to the left for right handed pupils and to the
right for left handed pupils and slanted to suit the individual in either case;

● pencils should not be held too close to the point as this can interrupt pupils’
line of vision;



● pupils should be positioned so that they can place their paper to their left
side;

● left-handed pupils should sit to the left of a right-handed child so that they
are not competing for space;

● extra practice with left-to-right exercises may well be necessary before
pupils write left-to-right automatically.

Marking and assessment

There should be evidence of adult input/ corrections in green pen made during
the lesson. This could be modelled letter formation or orientation and evidence
that the child has responded to this. Teachers record and track progress to
determine future planning and targets for improvement. Teachers aim to ensure
that when marking written work, comments about neatness are kept in
proportion in relation to those about content and/or meaning.
Within each child’s learning journey is a SPaG mat where a handwriting target is
set by class teacher and pupil collaboratively. .

Grammar and punctuation

Statement of Intent

Throughout the academy, grammar and punctuation are taught in every Literacy
lesson, either as the focus of the lesson, or discretely as part of the writing
process. At Willow Tree academy, we believe that introducing children to new
grammar and punctuation concepts should be taught in the context of their
learning, in line with their unit of work; for example, children in year 1 will learn to
report on the events of the Great Fire of London, introducing the past tense with
the ‘-ed’ su�x, which is paramount for their learning to excel.

Teaching and Learning
In addition to these lessons, all other teaching and learning linked to Literacy will
provide an opportunity to embed punctuation and grammar skills. SPAG-related
starters should be used where appropriate, and through modelled writing,
specific punctuation and grammar concepts should be taught.
Grammar will be a key focus in conversational English, with teachers picking up
on errors and politely correcting pupils when needed. There will be opportunities
for public speaking in each class whilst grammar will also be a focus in every
writing task. There is an absolute expectation that all sta� will model correct
grammar to children in their speech and writing.

Cross-curricular work
In cross-curricular work, there is an expectation that grammar and punctuation
skills will be demonstrated, and taught concepts applied precisely and
accurately. The marking policy will be applied to ensure that correct punctuation
and grammar are applied in all writing tasks across all subjects. Speaking and
listening activities in all subjects enable pupils to practise correct grammar in the
form of recounting stories and information and constructing sentences
e�ectively. This in turn will impact on children’s ability to write using correct
punctuation and grammar and is intended to develop the ‘writing voice’ of all
children throughout school.
In Guided Reading, children will be asked to identify techniques that an author



has used to convey meanings. Those techniques can be directly linked to
punctuation, clauses and other grammatical structures. Furthermore, children will
also be expected to read text passages aloud with correct pace and intonation
based on both context and punctuation

Teaching sequence
A daily discrete grammar lesson is taught from Year 1 to Year 6 following the NC
Appendix 2 year group expectations and progression papers (see Literacy folder)
to ensure most appropriate GPS is taught for each genre of writing.  Ideally this is
planned to complement the skills needed for the week’s writing focus and used to
reinforce any intrinsic grammar learning. Practice follows the teaching sequence
as below:

Introduce - Introduce learning objective/ daily focus.
Review and Revisit – Pupils will revisit the previous taught learning via
interactive and engaging games and activities, a speed read of previous
phonemes or spellings and a speed read of common exception words
often in a whole class environment.  (Speed read will only be for EYFS to
Year 2 as extra revision) Y3-6 will revisit any previous grammar and
punctuation learning as appropriate.
Teach new learning – Pupils will be taught a new grammar rule or concept.
Practise – Pupils practise using the rule in context.
Apply – The new grammar rule/ concept  is applied as a task written in the
child’s SPaG book.  Pupils will be encouraged to apply new learning
independently in their writing.

Grammar is practised on a daily basis in all year groups with the 5 stages seen in
every lesson. Each session lasts between 15-30 minutes (age dependent). KS2
grammar is taught for at least 15 minutes and KS1  is taught for up to 30 minutes
daily. Planning is in the form of slides, following the sequence as above. (see
planning folder)

Progression in grammar and punctuation

EYFS
In EYFS the accurate use of grammar in speech and writing is consistently
modelled from the outset. Children learn the di�erence between numbers, letters
and words. They learn what makes a simple ‘sentence’ and, through whole class
and small group teaching, they are ‘exposed’ to a range of punctuation such as
question marks, capital letters and full stops.

Key Stage 1:
The pupils begin in Year 1 to leave spaces between words, join words and clauses
using ‘and’, begin to punctuate sentences using a capital letter and a full stop,
question mark or exclamation mark, use a capital letter for names of people,
places, the days of the week and the personal pronoun ‘I’.

In Year 2, the pupils will develop using commas for lists and apostrophes for
contracted forms and the possessive (singular). Pupils will also develop using



sentences with di�erent forms: statement, question, exclamation and command,
use expanded noun phrases to describe and specify, use the present and past
tenses correctly including the progressive form, use subordination (using when, if,
that or because) and coordination (using or, and, or but).

Pupils will learn the grammar for Year 1 and Year 2 mentioned in the National
Curriculum English Appendix 2, along with some features of written standard
English. The children also begin to use and understand the grammatical
terminology in English Appendix 2 when discussing their writing.

Key Stage 2:
Pupils will develop extending the range of sentences with more than one clause
by using a wider range of conjunctions (including when, if, because and
although), develop the use of the present perfect form of verbs in contrast to the
past tense, choose nouns or pronouns appropriately for clarity and cohesion and
to avoid repetition, use conjunctions, adverbs and prepositions to express time
and cause, use fronted adverbials and learn the grammar for Year 3 and 4, as
mentioned in English Appendix 2.
Pupils will also develop their use of grammatical and other features by using
commas after fronted adverbials, by indicating possession by using the
possessive apostrophe with plural nouns and use and punctuate direct speech.
The children will also begin to use and understand the grammatical terminology
in English Appendix 2 accurately and appropriately when discussing their writing
and reading.

Assessment
From Year 1 each child has a SPaG mat, kept in their learning journey. These
contain the year group expectations. Class teachers date these objectives up to 3
times per year as they are taught throughout each term and the child is showing
evidence in their learning.  Once an objective has been dated 3 times it is
highlighted by the class teacher showing they are achieving at or above an
expected standard in each area.
Years 1, 3, 4, and 5 use Rising Stars (GAPS) tests termly to assess learning and
progress. These are used in Autumn 2, Spring 2 and Summer 2.
Year 2 and Y6 use past SATs papers towards the end of each half term and
actual SATs test ( Summer 1).

Interventions
Children who are consistently struggling to retain knowledge of spelling patterns,
grammatical concepts and/or how to punctuate their writing in either a discreet
or contextualised setting will be identified for additional support in the form of a
short, targeted intervention in order for them to attain the standards of
achievement expected within their year group.

9. Phonics

Statement of Intent
At Willow tree academy, we have fidelity to the Letters and Sounds programme as our
approach to teaching reading. We aim to build children's speaking and listening skills in
their own right as well as to prepare children for learning to read by developing their
phonic knowledge and skills. We follow a detailed and systematic programme for



teaching phonic skills for children starting in Foundation 1 when children are 3, with the
aim of them becoming fluent readers by age seven.

Programme of Phases

Autumn Spring Summer

FS1 Phase 1 Phase 2 Continuous

FS2 Phase 2 6 Weeks
Phase 3

Phase 3 Phase 4

Year 1 Phase 4 Revisit
Phase 5

Phase 5 Phase 5

Year 2 Phase 6 Phase 6 Phase 6

Phase Phonic Knowledge and Skills

Phase One Activities are divided into seven aspects, including
environmental sounds, instrumental sounds, body sounds,
rhythm and rhyme, alliteration, voice sounds and finally oral
blending and segmenting.

Phase Two Learning 19 letters of the alphabet and one sound for each.
Blending sounds together to make words. Segmenting words
into their separate sounds. Beginning to read simple captions.

Phase Three The remaining 7 letters of the alphabet, one sound for each.
Graphemes such as ch, oo, th representing the remaining
phonemes not covered by single letters. Reading captions,
sentences and questions. On completion of this phase, children
will have learnt the "simple code", i.e. one grapheme for each
phoneme in the English language.

Phase Four No new grapheme-phoneme correspondences are taught in this
phase. Children learn to blend and segment longer words with
adjacent consonants, e.g. swim, clap, jump.

Phase Five Now we move on to the "complex code". Children learn more
graphemes for the phonemes which they already know, plus
di�erent ways of pronouncing the graphemes they already
know.

Phase Six Working on spelling, including prefixes and su�xes, doubling
and dropping letters etc.

Aims
● To teach children aural discrimination, phonemic awareness and rhyme to aid

reading, writing and spelling development.
● To encourage the use of segmenting and blending so that decoding skills provide

a sound foundation for reading, writing and spelling.
● To ensure the teaching of phonics is rigorous.



● To enable children to use phonic awareness across the curriculum.
● To ensure that children know the 44 phonemes within the English language.
● To teach children to recognise the graphemes within words and associate them

with the appropriate phoneme when reading.
● To provide children with strategies to identify and decode ‘tricky words.’
● To assess children’s knowledge regularly to ensure no child falls behind.

Objectives
● To provide daily, high-quality phonics teaching that ensures all children have a

strong foundation upon which to tackle the complex processes of reading and
writing.

● To ensure that the teaching of synthetic phonics is systematic and progressive
throughout the foundation stage, key stage one and key stage two for those
children needing interventions to support phonetic knowledge and understanding.

● To ensure that children have sound phonetic knowledge, understanding and skills
so that they can decode words confidently and engage with higher-order reading
and writing skills.

Organisation
Each Phonics lesson should include the following sections:

Revise
Overlearn the previous graphemes (Flash cards)
Speed read previously taught graphemes within words
Revise previously taught tricky words
Teach
Introduce a new grapheme/words
Practise
Develop GPCs (grapheme-phoneme correspondences)
Practice reading or spelling new words
Apply
Use the new graphemes/words by reading sentences or writing dictated sentences
Assess
Monitor progress within each phase to inform planning

Teaching
● Phonics is taught to the whole class and adults are used to support children within

the session.
● Interventions are timely and same day to ensure no children fall behind.
● All sta� are given CPD on Letters and Sounds and the principles behind

segmenting and blending.

Foundation 1 (Nursery)
Children in Nursery are taught Phase 1 through a di�erentiated approach within the
setting and as a discrete session on a daily basis for 10-15 minutes. As the children
become confident in Phase 1, Phase 2 sounds will be introduced in play-based activities.



Phase 2 is taught as a discrete 15-minute session from Spring 1 and over learnt
throughout the year. Phase 1 continues in continuous provision.

Foundation 2 (Reception)
Children in Reception are taught a discrete phonics session daily for 20-30 minutes as a
whole class. This is followed by 3 x weekly fifteen minutes of handwriting, linked to
Phonics. Phonics skills are also embedded in writing and reading tasks in Literacy
sessions.

All children are to complete Phase 4 by the end of Reception and have a sound
understanding in order to start Phase 5 no later than the start of Autumn Term 2 in Year
1. Children are introduced to the “tricky words” and aim to read and write the
high-frequency words for Phases 2 to 4 before they enter Year 1. For children who have
not reached the expected level by Year 1 interventions are put in place and children
continue to access whole class phonics.

Year 1
Children in Year 1 have access to high-quality whole class daily phonics sessions for 30
minutes.

The underlying aim of Year 1 should be to ensure all children have completed Phases 4
and 5 and be ready to begin Phase 6 upon entry into Year 2. They should have plenty of
practice in recognising ‘Alien’ words, in readiness for the Phonic Screening Check and to
give them the confidence to read any word. Children should aim to read and write all the
tricky words for Years 1 and 2.

Year 2
Children in Year 2 will have access to whole class high-quality daily phonics lessons for
30 minutes. The underlying aim in Year 2 is to ensure that all children have successfully
completed Phase 6 while revisiting earlier phases to reinforce previous learning and to
also re-experience ‘tricky words’ that they have encountered before.

Year 3
Children in Year 3 who have not reached a su�ciently proficient level in GPC awareness
and application should be given access to a daily phonics session across the Autumn
term. Children who by the end of the Autumn term have still not reached a su�ciently
skilled level of phonetic awareness will have intervention programmes arranged to
provide for this need. Children in Key Stage 2 who have not attained a su�cient skill level
in GPC awareness and application will have a provision in small intervention groups in
regards to phonics and/or spelling across the key stage

KS2
Children in all KS2 classes are exposed to all sounds from Phase 2 to Phase 5 using
flashcards daily. Speed reading activities take place to further improve children's fluency
of segmenting and blending. Tricky words are taught weekly and within Guided Reading
sessions where appropriate.



Classroom Environment
In each class are age-appropriate Phonics resources, concentrating on both sounds and
keywords. GPC which children have been taught are visible to children to refer to.

Assessment
All children who do not know all 44 phonemes have a tracker. These are used to track
knowledge and gaps to identify groups for intervention. Trackers are analysed termly by
the Phonics leader.
Year 1 pupils will be given practise papers to identify specific skills or any gaps in
learning throughout the year.

Interventions
Interventions are completed daily and focus on children who have not achieved during
the session. These may be short 3-5 minute interventions looking at a specific GPC. More
formal interventions are used where a child is falling behind and has significant gaps.
Interventions may be 1:1 or small groups depending on the needs of the class.

Vocabulary
All sta� use the vocabulary in Appendix 1.

Home Reading Books
Home reading books are matched closely to children’s phonics level of reading. Children
who are not fluent decoders are given a phonics matched book by an adult in school.
Children also take a book to share with parents (Pink) Once children are fluent decoders,
children choose books from the Year Group colour. Colour bands available in Appendix 2.

Books to take home

Non-fluent decoders Closely matched book to phonics
phase/ability.
Pink book for parents and children to
share and inspire a love of reading.

Non-fluent decoders (KS2) Closely matched book to phonics
phase/ability.
Year group book to share with parents.

Fluent decoders Year group colour banded book.

Children's books are changed once a week in small groups by TA or Class Teachers.
Children take books home every night and bring to school every day.
A record is kept of which children have which books and their levels.
Phonics Assessment books are used for all children in FS & Y1.
Phonics Assessment books continue into Year 2 and KS2 if children are not fluent
decoders.
Parents have a copy of the home questions which parents should use to support
comprehension skills.



Book Bags
Every child in school has a zippy book bag.  The bookbag goes home every night and
comes back to school every day to support children’s reading.  If a child forgets to bring
the bag to school a message is sent home or a phone call is made by class teacher and
parents are asked to bring it to school. The book bag is as important as a PE kit or
instrument and must be in school every day.

10. Interventions

At Willow Tree academy, we teach English to all children, whatever their ability
and individual needs. English forms part of the school curriculum policy to
provide a broad and balanced education to all children. Through our English
teaching, we provide learning opportunities that enable all pupils to make good
progress. We strive hard to meet the needs of those pupils with special
educational needs, those with disabilities, those with special gifts and talents, and
those learning English as an additional language and we take all reasonable
steps to achieve this. For further details, see separate policies: Special
Educational Needs; Disability Discrimination; Gifted and Talented Children;
English as an Additional Language (EAL).

When progress falls significantly outside the expected range, the child may have
special educational needs. Our assessment process looks at a range of factors –
classroom organisation, teaching materials, teaching style, and di�erentiation –
so that we can take some additional or di�erent action to enable the child to
learn more e�ectively. Assessment against the National Curriculum allows us to
consider each child’s attainment and progress against expected levels. This
ensures that our teaching is matched to the child’s needs.

Intervention through an IEF and or EHC Plan will lead to the creation of an
Individual Development Plan (IDP) for children with special educational needs.
The IDP may include, as appropriate, specific targets relating to English.

We enable all pupils to have access to the full range of activities involved in
learning English. Where children are to participate in activities outside the



classroom (a theatre trip, for example) we carry out a risk assessment prior to
the activity, to ensure that the activity is safe and appropriate for all pupils.

Teaching assistants provide help by using: texts that children can more easily
read and understand, visual and written materials in di�erent formats; ICT, other
technological aids and taped materials; alternative communication, such as signs
and symbols; Translators and amanuenses.

11. Appendices

Phonics Vocabulary Appendix 1
This is a list of vocabulary we use throughout school to support children with reading

and spelling.

Term Definition

phoneme Smallest unit of sound

grapheme Written sound. The way it is represented

CGP Grapheme, phoneme correspondence

blend All sounds together

sound Something you can hear

segment Splitting up to spell

recognition Reading on sight

recall Stored in your memory

digraph Two letters - 1 sound

trigraph Three letters  - 1 sound

Split digraph Consonant splits it up

Adjacent consonant Bank of digraphs

Polysyllabic word More than one syllable



Book Colour Bands Appendix 2

Book Colour Bands
Green Phase 2

Orange Phase 3

Salmon Phase 4

Brown Phase 5

Fluent Decoder

Black Year 1 & 2

Blue Year 3 & 4

Grey Year 5 & 6

Parent Storytime Books

Pink Story Books



Discussion Guidelines Appendix 3

Discussion sca�olds Appendix 4



Oracy Tracking Grid Appendix 5

Oracy Self Assessment sheet Appendix 6



Harkness Model example Appendix 7

RUBRIC - Appendix 8



Peer Critique Format - Appendix 9


